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ultra-comfortale
ultra-lightweight
easily adjustable to all ear sizes
no blockage of the ear
left and right ear compatible
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➀ increase or decrease the loop diameter
➁ bend the boom to any direction as often as you want
➂ capsule is kept save from moisture, salt & dust
➃ open the loop, put it around your ear & close it
➄ durable cable
➅ windscreen
➆ anti-perspiration ring
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protective case
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proVoco
Unobtrusive, ultra-light and staying at all times in place, the new proVoco ear-worn
microphone distracts neither the viewer nor the artist. Once again, Phonak the specialist
in miniaturized audio solutions, is setting new standards in size and audio quality.
Patented fastening mechanism
Attaching the microphone is child‘s play. Open the loop, put it over the ear, tighten, and
not even vigorous movement will dislodge it. The proVoco can be worn on either ear and is
so comfortable, you‘ll scarcely notice you‘re wearing it.
Ultra-miniaturized boom
Shape the boom to suit the application. It‘s made from a special material that allows you
to shape and reshape it at will. What‘s more, it keeps the shape you give it – even while
you store it back.
High-quality sound
The omni-directional capsule has a lively sound, with popping and sibilance kept to a
minimum. A windscreen and anti-perspiration ring are included in the delivery.
Easy connectivity
The proVoco is compatible with the most common pocket transmitters, see technical
specification for more details.
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Technical specifications proVoco
Type:

Omnidirectional electret microphone; High ESD protection

Frequency response:

30Hz to 20kHz

Maximum sound pressure:

118 dB SPL

Sensitivity (without load):

16mV/Pascal

Equivalent Acoustic Noise:

25 dB SPL

Weight:

2,5 grams

Diameter boom arm:

1,1 mm

Cable length:
Boom arm length

1m
adjustable, max. 235mm

Accessories incl. : Windscreen, Anti-perspiration ring, Protective case

Phonak Communications AG is the technology
and market leader in the development, design,
production and distribution worldwide of ultra
miniaturized wireless systems since 1992. The
company is part of the Phonak Group which
employs over 3’400 people all over the world.
By combining its expertise in hearing technology with ongoing research at the highest level,
Phonak Communications AG has succeeded
in making substantial advances in fields like
television and broadcast where Swiss perfection
translates into greater efficiency, spontaneity and
assurance.

Connectors:
TA4F

for i.e. Shure, Beyerdynamic, Sabine

TA3F

for i.e. AKG

Lemo, 3,5 Jack

for i.e. Sennheiser

Available connectors-list will be updated on Phonak website.

For any further information, please contact:
Phonak Communications AG | Laenggasse 17 | CH-3280 Murten
Tel. +41 (0)26 672 96 72 | Fax +41 (0)26 672 96 77
info@phonakcom.ch | www.phonak-communications.com

